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PMI Stat - Mar 2011 

# Country Members CAPM PMP PgMP PMI-RMP PMI-SP

1 United States 195782 5905 197225 354 289 220

2 Canada 32113 1468 28682 43 53 29

3 India 16681 447 23343 25 21 11

4 Brazil 9660 230 10350 13 43 18

5 Australia 7003 655 4784 9 4 9

6 United Kingdom 5695 487 5532 4 5 4

7 Japan 5501 81 29979 0 1 1

8 Germany 4967 453 7629 6 3 3

9 Taiwan 4571 68 9901 1 3 3

10 Singapore 3931 147 5833 6 49 1

There’s a healthy Australian presence in the wider PMI world. Even more 

interesting, there are ~ 7000 members in Australia but only ~ 5500 

certification holders (notwithstanding some individuals have multiple 

certifications). There is certainly potential for further growth of certification 

holders in Australia. 

Executive Level PMO Workshop in Perth, 4 Jul 2011 

 

Event brought to you by PMO Works 

 

There is tremendous benefit in establishing a PMO and advancing systemic, 

organizational capabilities in project management, but it is not a one-shoe-

fits-all-sizes proposition nor is it a proposition that can be singularly 

championed and rushed through an organization. This workshop will engage 

participants in a lively and interactive session that offers practical insights, 

techniques, and case examples for how to set up and manage a successful, 

business driven, PMO. 

 

 

PMI Members get 25% discount 

By registering HERE before 8 Jun 2011 

http://www.wapmi.org.au
http://maps.google.com.au/maps?f=q&source=s_q&hl=en&geocode=&q=Plaistowe+Mews,+West+Perth+WA+6005&sll=-31.943081,115.845525&sspn=0.012527,0.022724&ie=UTF8&hq=&hnear=Plaistowe+Mews,+West+Perth+Western+Australia+6005&z=16
http://www.wapmi.org.au/events/index.htm
http://www.pmoworks.com/index.htm
http://www.pmoworks.com/events/A1/BFP/BFP-PER-04JUL2011.htm
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Leverage Human Behavior to Lead Without Authority 

By James T. Brown Ph.D.  
This article was originally published in the 14 January issue of 
PMI Community Post  

 

Project managers are uniquely challenged to lead 

everyone—from high-level stakeholders to working-

level team members, often with little or no direct 

authority. The person who leads without authority 

is someone who is well versed in human behavior. 

He or she can predict human behavior and leverage 

it to his or her advantage. 

 

Consider a salesperson who has no authority over 

potential buyers, cannot make them do anything 

and is often met with initial skepticism. Yet, the 

best salespeople have the ability to convince many 

people to take action. How? 

 

A great salesperson has to interpret and 

understand human behavior. This knowledge is 

then used to build relationships, assess motivation 

and use techniques that generate powerful 

psychological responses. Project managers who 

have to lead without authority are required to do 

the same. 

 

Commitment and Consistency  

 

One well-documented human behavior trait that 

generates powerful psychological responses is 

commitment and consistency. You can effectively 

use this trait to increase the likelihood of people 

staying on course with deliverables and decisions. 

 

The premise of commitment and consistency is 

simple. Psychological research shows people like to 

be consistent with their previous actions and 

affirmations. If a team member owes you a 

deliverable on the 20th, he or she is more likely to 

be on schedule if the team member had made a 

previous affirmation (verbal and/or written) for the 

completion date.  

 

As a project manager you should seek affirmations 

on important items like delivery dates, leadership 

support, and so forth. Reinforce the affirmations 

made by following up with an advance “thank you” 

for team members’ commitment. This technique 

can be used in a one-on-one situation or in project 

meetings. 

 

Social Proof  

 

You can also gain strong commitment with the 

psychological response trait of social proof —a 

human characteristic that makes us comply with 

something because others are doing it.  

 

For example, you may approach a high-level 

stakeholder, and say: “Two other executives have 

agreed to review and sign all project deliverables 

within two business days to avoid unnecessary 

project delays. I also need your commitment.” It’s 

more difficult for the stakeholder not to commit 

because there is social proof that others have made 

the same commitment. Once the commitment is 

made, compliance is much more likely because of 

commitment and consistency. 

 

Leading without authority is an ability to use the 

knowledge of human behavior to contextually 

discern circumstances and individuals in order to 

take actions (often very subtle actions that others 

do not even recognize) to produce the desired 

outcome.  The psychological responses of 

commitment and consistency and social proof are 

just two ways in which project managers can 

influence the behavior of others in support of 

project objectives. Which other human traits do you 

use to lead without authority? 

 

 

Source: http://www.pmi.org/en/Knowledge-Center/

Leverage-Human-Behavior-to-Lead-Without-

Authority.aspx 
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